Responding to shale’s
pressure test in 2015
Beware of unintended consequences

Smart unconventional
companies take a
multidisciplinary
approach to analyzing
cost reduction plans,
using data and analytics
to understand the full
impact of their choices.

When crude prices fall, it’s relatively easy for
oil and gas companies to cut costs. Squeeze
suppliers, reduce headcount, shut down highcost projects and slash capital spending — most
senior executives have the drill down cold.
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takes into account the cross-functional impact of each action. Even the
most sophisticated oil and gas companies rarely take a holistic, analytic
view of proposed cuts to determine the unintended consequences of
their actions while giving every key leader a seat at the table.
Every cost-cutting move taken today will have some impact beyond
reducing spending. Some will have long-term effects that will damage
the company’s ability to thrive today and grow tomorrow. This is
especially true of companies involved in unconventional exploration and
drilling, where being nimble pays off.
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involved in unconventional production, and many companies have
Ydj]Y\qeY\]ka_faÕ[Yfl[mlk&:mlj]da]^eYqZ]eYfqegfl`kYoYq$Yf\
if the price of crude oil stays in the US$50–$60 range for some time,
shale companies may have to revisit their cost structures once again and
look for ways to reduce spending. The smart companies will approach
future cuts with a more strategic view to ensure that they are not hurting
their ability to rebound when the price of oil does. The most innovative
players will use this as a time to grow and increase their competitive
advantage.
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Cuts have consequences
The idea that cost-cutting measures have unintended consequences
is not something many energy executives consider when faced
with declining prices, given the “just stay in business” mindset.
Historically, companies have cut as needed to ensure survival, with
the idea that whatever was eliminated could always be added back
when necessary.
Today, most cost-cutting is still done in a siloed fashion, with each
function being given a target to cut (either costs, headcount or
both). The lack of multidisciplinary input leaves many executives still
believing that if they cut US$100 in costs, the company will have an
additional US$100 in cash.
But consider what happens to companies that scale back on drilling
plans in a given year to conserve capital and cash outlays. When
drilling is curtailed, so are indirect drilling costs, which allow
]phdgjYlagfYf\hjg\m[lagfÕjeklg\]dYqlYp]k&Kgl`][gehYfq
could end up owing more in taxes than previously anticipated; a
US$100 in cuts could net only US$65 after taxes.
In fact, because the tax function is often reactive to budget cuts
rather than being involved in the planning; most executives don’t
realize until quarter-end or year-end how their cuts have impacted the
company’s tax liabilities.

Today, most cost-cutting is still done in a
siloed fashion, with each function being
given a target to cut (either costs, headcount
or both).
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having a negative impact on the companies’ capital.
Another example of unintended consequences relates to talent.
Unconventional companies that let go skilled workers wih expertise
l`YloaddZ]f]]\]\dYl]jeYqÕf\l`]lYd]fl`Ykd]^ll`]af\mkljqgj
is now employed by a competitor. As the industry experienced after
massive layoffs in the 1980s, gaps in the talent base can have a
ka_faÕ[YflaehY[lafdYl]jq]Yjk&9\\alagfYddq$Ydgkkg^h]ghd]g^l]f
results in a loss of some internal controls that reduce and detect noncompliance with policies and procedures. “Fewer eyes” can lead to
undetected risks and loss of precious capital.
Rapid reductions in spend have also led to a large inventory of drilled
Zmlmf[gehd]l]\o]ddkYf\ka_faÕ[Yfla\d]Ykk]l[YhY[alqoYalaf_^gj
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when players reboot.

Multifunctional approach
To eliminate unintended consequences, smart companies will manage
future cost reductions through a disciplined, multifunctional approach
in which proposed cuts are shared and studied to determine their full
impact, in both the short and long terms.
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understanding how proposed spending cuts or headcount reductions
will impact the company; internal audit can help guide the process by
facilitating the review.

These reviews should incorporate representatives from:

The goal of this multifunctional review is not to turn decision-making
over to a committee. It is to ensure senior managers charged with
making decisions about spending and/or headcount cuts have
strategic insight into how each proposed move will impact the company.

• Operations

• Human resources

• Commercial

• Safety and environmental

• Finance

• Public relations

• Tax

• Compliance - Internal Audit

• Legal

• Other support functions

In addition, risk management can play a role in helping senior
executives understand the changing dynamics of the marketplace by
stepping up their monitoring and providing more frequent updates,
along with response recommendation and mitigation plans. Intensive
modeling of scenarios and trade-offs can also help senior managers
better understand how cuts in spending will impact the company at
difference price points.
To minimize the negative impact of cuts, EY recommends developing
a multiphase cost reduction with has various levers which can be
“pulled” as needed. While some companies prefer to feel the pain
all at once, it is far more effective to trim as lightly as possible and
then enact deeper cuts as circumstances require. This also gives the
company time to review all potential levers and understand the full
impact each one will have.

To minimize the negative impact of cuts, EY
recommends developing a multiphase cost
reduction plan that has various levers that
can be “pulled” as needed.
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The old approach of across-the-board cuts was neither strategic nor good for recovery. Today, a smarter method is to look at the expenditures
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costs not by cutting but by working more effectively.
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Five areas
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Capital planning and execution: Unconventional exploration and production (E&P) companies should prioritize their key
projects for growth and improve controls for cost containment and budget protection. Fine-tuning the company’s capital plans
makes sense in any cost environment, but it is especially important when prices are low.
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Operations and supply chain: During downturns, it is not unusual for companies to seek concessions from suppliers and
vendors to reduce costs. But these efforts often lead to frustration and bad feelings that can damage working relationships
^gj]n]j&Alak^YjZ]ll]jlgogjcoal`kmhhda]jklgÕf\oYqklgj]\m[][gklk$k`Yjaf_afl`]hjg[]kkYf\gml[ge]k$Yf\l`]f
initiate projects to improve process and controls to eliminate go-forward drags on working capital.
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Portfolio management: Companies should work to align their acquisition and divestiture plans to a new growth plan that
is based on current price levels. Shed non-core assets and redeploy that capital into acquisitions that allow you to take
advantage of the company’s current geographic strengths or skill sets.
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Workforce realignment: Organizational realignment should be driven by analytics and strategy to ensure that the talent is in
hdY[]^gjjYha\hjgÕl[Yhlmj]mhgfhja[]j][gn]jq&=p][mlan]kk`gmd\Z]oYjqg^hdYfkl`Ylj][gee]f\Y[jgkk%l`]%ZgYj\bgZ
cuts or that severely limit the functionality of certain departments or functions, and may open up risks of non-compliance with
policies, procedures and regulations.
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Analytics and digital innovation: Unconventional companies should link project funding more closely to supporting analytics
^gj[YhalYdh]j^gjeYf[]eYfY_]e]fl&:qmkaf_affgnYlan]l][`fgdg_q$l`]q[Yf\jan]egj]]^Õ[a]f[qYll`]o]dd`]Y\Y[jgkk
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Opportunities for mergers and
acquisitions (M&A)
This downturn is different from ones in the more recent past because,
for the most part, the capital markets are still open and available
to companies in the energy space. In addition, energy companies
have access to a wide range of nontraditional forms of capital, such
YkhjanYl]]imalq&Af^Y[l$l`]j]Yj]eYfqhjanYl]]imalqÕjekoal`
ka_faÕ[YflYegmflkg^[Yk`dggcaf_lgafn]klafl`]]f]j_qk][lgj&
Smart E&P companies—those with good cost structures and good
[Yk`ÖgoÈ[Yfmk]l`akghhgjlmfalqlg]phYf\l`]aj^gglhjaflYf\
strengthen their competitive advantage.
We will likely see even more opportunities for M&As as 2015 becomes
2016, since highly leveraged companies will be eager to sell assets to
raise cash. That will also lessen the valuation gaps between buyers
and sellers and bring everyone to the table.
Companies that want to strengthen themselves through M&A will
mk]l`aklae]lgYfYdqr]l`]aj[gklkljm[lmj]kYf\Õf\oYqklgj]\m[]
[gklkl`jgm_`]^Õ[a]f[a]kYf\hjg[]kk[`Yf_]kkgl`]qYj]o]dd%
positioned to move forward, should attractive opportunities
come available.

EY can help
As the lower-price environment continues,
unconventional companies that understand
l`]aehgjlYf[]g^^j]][Yk`ÖgoÈYf\`go
to manage for it — will be best positioned for
success when prices rebound.
EY can help unconventional companies evaluate their existing cost
structures and identify ways to streamline processes and enhance
]^Õ[a]f[a]klgY[`a]n]log[jala[Yd_gYdk2j]\m[af_]ph]f\almj]klg
ensure survival today and positioning the company to take advantage
of opportunities to thrive in the future. We can work directly with
your multifunctional team to help ensure that cost-reduction plans
are modeled and analyzed effectively to eliminate any
unintended consequences.
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About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and
advisory services. The insights and quality services we deliver
`]dhZmad\ljmklYf\[gfÕ\]f[]afl`][YhalYdeYjc]lkYf\af
economies the world over. We develop outstanding leaders
who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders.
In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working
world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or
egj]$g^l`]e]eZ]jÕjekg^=jfklQgmf_?dgZYdDaeal]\$
each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global
Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not
provide services to clients. For more information about our
organization, please visit ey.com.
How EY’s Global Oil & Gas Sector can help your business
The oil and gas sector is constantly changing. Increasingly
uncertain energy policies, geopolitical complexities, cost
eYfY_]e]flYf\[daeYl][`Yf_]Yddhj]k]flka_faÕ[Yfl
challenges. EY’s Global Oil & Gas Sector supports a global
network of more than 10,000 oil and gas professionals with
extensive experience in providing assurance, tax, transaction
and advisory services across the upstream, midstream,
\gofklj]YeYf\gadÕ]d\kmZk][lgjk&L`]K][lgjl]Yeogjck
to anticipate market trends, execute the mobility of our
global resources and articulate points of view on relevant
sector issues. With our deep sector focus, we can help your
organization drive down costs and compete more effectively.
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